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About This Game

«Tales of the Tiny Planet» tells the story of a Planet searching through the galaxies for his lost friends. You have the ability to
manipulate the world elements to guide him safely through the galaxies in this Physics-Puzzle-Adventure. Will the missing
planet be behind the next portal? Find out, Beat the high-score or compete with your friends in this new Physics-Puzzle!
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One button controls everything - Think that it's simple?
Use one button to control a group of complex mechanisms. The timing of the button press must be precise to carry the planet
through the portal to the next level.Try to beat the levels as fast as possible to collect stars that will unlock more levels. Each

world brings new elements, mechanics and surprises. Find out how you can bring all the planet-friends back together!

 Planets

 6 lovingly crafted worlds

 More planets

 72 varied levels + 12 secret ones

 Stars and stuff

 Lots of achievements

 Rankings - to compete and overtake your friends

 Planets (Have we already mentioned that?)

 Trading cards

 Infinite vastness and endless joy
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A clunky, but surprisingly good casual point-and-click adventure with some fun hidden-object scenes.

The clunkiness has to do with some aspects being excellent, while others are bizarrely realized. The game world is evocative and
smart, but the script and dialog are amateurish. The graphics and characters are gorgeous, but the 3D animations are rigid and
primitive.

Despite the flaws, there is enough diverse and exciting content as well as clever gameplay to please fans of the genre.

If the team hires better writers and animators they can go to great heights!

Final note: I have absolutely no idea what the name has to do with the game. There seems to be no relation.
. Quite literally unplayable for me. It might be something to do with my PC. But i've tried changing all the settings to low. But
the menu lags like a motherf****r. So i can't change settings or even try to play the game. I'd wait until it's more stable..
METAL GEAR SOLID V: THE PHANTOM PAIN - MB Coin 2000. A simple but engaging game will take on what you thrive,
this is a game which will eat up time and produce entertainment.. Good piece of software but very limited. Only has 4 ways with
no options of falling down, sleeping, casting etc. I may recommend it if you don't have game maker VX ace but if you do, you
can do almost exactly the same on that software which also includes things to make an actual game!. c o o l a n d g o o d. Yay,
asset flips for cards -_-. Super fun quick little game. Pucks flying at your face are scary.. Great little game that brings back
happy memories of playing Diggers on my Amiga as a teenager. Well worth the price and obviously a lot of work has gone into
it.. I am returning the game. It is slow, it is boring, and other people can randomly enter your isntance and beat quests for you. I
see what they were trying to accomplish, but they failed. If this was a solo survival game with cool upgrades and gear, I could
see it working. But as a "rougue like" it is pretty lame.
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My kids really enjoyed exploring the scenes and facing off with golum. I know they'll come back and play it again. Good value..
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1756152183

\uc544 \u314b\u314b\u314b\u314b
\uacb0\uc81c\ud560\ubed4 \ud574\uc9dc\ub108 \u314b\u314b\u314b. TL;DR: This game is empty and virtually broken in its
current state. Disappointing.

"Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me."

I want to preface this by saying that I really want to like this game; a WWII game with the gameplay of the older CODs and the
rules of CS:GO sounds great! However, in its current state I honestly can't recommend it to anyone else. I was honestly surprised
that the developers had not abandoned the game after having a playerbase in the single digits for an entire year, and was once
again hyping myself up for the full release. Big mistake.

I'm not sure how, but Bulkhead failed to completely resolve any of the issues that everyone had complained about at the
beginning of early access. Within a day of launch, the arcade game modes were completely removed due to the servers failing.
Even now, the only community hosted servers reside in the UK with 150ish ping. Even the FaceIt servers are barely functioning;
just before writing this review I was kicked out twice after unacceptable map loading times and the match was cancelled.

The only currently playable mode, the competitive 5v5 wartide, just isn't fun. The FaceIt pick\/ban system is interesting, but so
far the only map that's been picked is Coastal. I don't know if the developers intend to improve this in the future, but the
weapon\/store selection is pitiful. The only grenades available are a frag and a smoke, and you're stuck with the same pistol for
the entire game. In terms of primaries, choices are limited to 5 or 6 weapons consisting of SMGs, an automatic rifle or two, and
a scoped bolt action. Economy management is extremely restricted compare to Counter-Strike, as you're going to be able to
purchase any primary and nades after two or three rounds, win or lose. Not to mention, right now the playing field is extremely
uneven, as you'll find yourself against people that have played the game since early access, who are far more experienced in
every field of the game.

I would write more of my thoughts, but that's literally it. The only other playable mode is 1v1s, but I haven't bothered to play it
after experiencing wartide. There's nothing else to do in the game. No legitimate community servers, no casual game modes, no
nothing. Performance issues are also prevalent as loading\/launching times are extremely long and the game crashes often.

I'll update this review if anything is improved, but the game is just pathetic right now, honestly. Many of us have given the
developers two fair chances and they've somehow squandered both of them. Maybe I'm not being fair, and you may consider
trying it out for yourself, but these are just my thoughts.. Cool game. Worth $15 compared with a lot of other games. Polished.
Suprisingly fun and difficult. Well Done!. It's hard to describe how bad the controls feel.

You can swap two columns on a match-3 style grid, by moving the scroll wheel while your pointer is above one, then the other.
Even if the columns are far apart. Doing this in a controlled manner is not graceful.

You clear blocks by right clicking. You select blocks by left clicking. You can select a single block with a single click, or a
group of blocks by double-clicking. When you select a group, it doesn't select all contiguous blocks of a single color -- it selects
all blocks of that color that are directly neighboring your original block. Any color-matched neighbors of those blocks are out of
luck. If you select only one or two blocks, rather than 3+, and then right click, it will still remove them, but it will replace them
with un-clearable blocks with no color.

So let's say you see a group of three same-colored squares. You double-click on it to select the group of 3. If you click on the
one in the middle, it selects all three, but if you double-click on either of the end pieces, it only selects that one plus the middle
piece. Because the third piece is too far away. So you accidentally select only two of them, and right click, and now you have
two unmovable blocks instead of having cleared blocks off the screen.

You might be able to make something like that work in a turnbased game that's all about careful methodical puzzle-solving, but
this has game actions happening to the beat of a song. You have to go fast.

I'm not sure what single-clicking is even for, it seems to serve no useful purpose.
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Being able to rebind these controls would improve the game significantly, but you can't.

I can only reccommend trying this if you like analyzing game or interface design, because this fails in a very interesting way..
this is a good flight simulator
. Very good game, really cleverly done. Starts easy but gets fiendishly hard towards the end.. A much better improvement on the
first book of the trilogy. You can save your game and come back to where you left off from. The story is fairly the same,
explore, gather, do quests, rinse and repeat. Highly recommend this city builder. Two thumbs way up. Can't wait for book 3.
10\/10.. At a really barebones level the game is fun but there's alot of improvements that could be made.

Lock on or targetting system - especially for melee but for the guns too
Weaker enemies for the beginning
Actual progression system - like reaching a certain round unlocks this costume or clothing. Or weapon skin
Expanding the map - start the first 5 rounds at the beggining area then moving to an upper or lower level and so on

As of right now its fun for a few minutes and has potential. I just hope the creators take feedback and improve upon it. They
should really look into a progression reward system, make it feel like there's a reason to play or get to higher round ya know?
. I was very close to refunding the game as I was not having much fun in the classic mode. It just didn't seem that intense to me.
You punch bombs that spawn all around you. If it's red, don't punch. If it's another color, then weird things happen, you'll either
have to double punch quickly or more bombs spawn that you'll have to punch quickly. If it's red on top or below you'll either
have to punch upwards or downwards so you're not punching red. Lasers also spawn which you'll have to crouch or if you're
lucky, punch a bomb towards. Targets spawn that you can punch bombs towards for more multipliers.

The good news is that you don't need a 360 or roomscale setup at all. You can do 180 mode and standing room worked just fine.
In fact, you can play sitting down. I would recommend that for a light workout. Still, the simple gameplay, although a nice
workout, wasn't much fun to me or challenging. It's just a matter of stamina really.

Then I tried grav bomb. This is a nice twist on all the VR tennis games out there. Basically, you're in a gravity chamber where
you can punch one bomb (but really it's just a ball) to try to take out the objects around the play space cylinder. Gravity brings
the punch bomb towards you. To start off, you don't want to punch too hard because you'll probably end up hitting the wall and
the punch bomb will come rapidly towards you. You'll want to measure your punch strength and angle towards the edges. So
while all this is going on, you can hit targets to have different effects, like your punch bomb getting bigger making it easier to
hit on the edges. Then turrets will spawn that you'll want to take out. Enemy bombs will spawn that you'll want to dodge. The
more succesful you are, the further you'll have to punch the ball and the more things will spawn that you'll have to navigate
correctly. Soon, you'll start feeling your arms hurt. But you want to climb up the leaderboards. Believe it or not, you can actually
play this seated as long as you have wheels on your chair to dodge out of enemy bombs.

I got a good sweat going. I had fun with gravity bomb. I don't think that concept of gravity pulling the ball words you would
work with a racket. But it works well with your punches. I look forward to the third game under construction and am happy to
not request a refund and look forward to the game development and improvement.

Rate 6\/10. Hope to increase the score in the future with more development. EA sometimes works and it looks like this is one of
those games moving towards success.  Honestly, I think the 'classic game' needs music to the rhythm of the punches to make it
more enjoyable to do the workout or maybe boss fights that change up the mechanics in between rounds. I hope dev adds some
changes to classic mode.
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